Andria’s story
Andria was diagnosed with AF aged 39. With
a family history of stroke and heart problems
she was fearful of the diagnosis but found
comfort in finding a consultant she felt she
could discuss her treatment options with.
My journey with AF began almost 10 years
ago, aged 39. I'd be fine one minute, the next,
I’d experience a very erratic fast heartbeat and
feel like I would pass out.
After seeing my GP and being told it was anxiety, it kept happening and I knew in my body
something wasn't right so back I went to the doctor and I was then referred to a heart
specialist. I was soon diagnosed with AF.
There was a history of stroke and heart problems in my family so I was beside myself with
worry. I knew off nobody else that had this condition. I didn't feel at ease with the first
consultant I saw so I asked to be referred to another which was put in place quickly. Upon
meeting him he talked through with me my choices
and we decided to try medication which did work for
me for the first six years. I was able to function quite
normally and held down a part-time job and family
at home.
However due to stressful circumstances I had quite a
severe AF episode which resulted in me having a
cardioversion and following a discussion with my
consultant I had my first ablation. The fear I had of
the procedure was actually worse than the
procedure itself and for some time after, still on
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some medication, life returned to normal. Unfortunately
though I developed atrial flutter and my consultant and I
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well but the AF reared its head again and I had a further
cardioversion. I have been stable on medication now for
almost ten months and although I can still feel the AF
underlying, I haven't had any major episodes in this time.
When I was initially diagnosed with AF and living with it
at times, it has been hard but I do believe if you have a
consultant and good nursing staff that are there for you
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almost twenty four seven and you listen to your body and
learn the triggers (mine are particularly stress, salt, over

exertion) that start your AF, it does become more manageable to live with physically and
mentally.
My pointers are to make sure you feel comfortable with and trust your consultant and
change if not. You know your body, listen to it. Ask for advice when needed and rest when
you need to. Be polite but persistent when you have to. Try and figure out your triggers
(there doesn't always seem to be one I've found, but if you do know, try and alleviate them)
Seek out others who have AF (Facebook forums and AF Association’s HealthUnlocked
forum both helped me) so you can ask questions, hear other people's experiences and just
feel 'not so alone'. When I have felt really terrible at times but I've made an effort to put
makeup on, I've had people say to me 'but you look really well' and I think if only you knew!
My journey with AF has been very scary at times, but now I know more about it and the
signs to look for, I feel more relaxed about it. People can live long, relatively normal lives
with AF. When it's under control, know your limits and live!
Andria (2015)

